amacrine cells (using a new method they developed, termed "photofilling"), MacNeil and Masland were able to describe at least 26 different types of this neuron, including the four major types previously described (Figure 1) . They found that most of the cell types "tiled" the
retina very efficiently; namely, the amacrine cells of a given class populated the retina at a density such that Over 125 years ago, Camillo Golgi published a technique their dendritic arbors filled the retina with little overlap for silver-staining neurons that retains his name and is between adjacent arbors. This indicates that the authors still used to this day. Because only relatively few, widely very likely did not "invent" cell types and that the deseparated neurons in a sample of cell-dense neural tisscription they present is likely to be a very good estimate sue react, the Golgi technique was important in enabling of the actual diversity present. biologists to discover an incredible morphological diverTiling of a brain region by a given neuronal type makes sity of neurons. Many types of neurons were described sense teleologically: One assumes that each particular using the technique, including the sole output neurons type of neuron contributes to information processing in of the cerebellar cortex, Purkinje cells. Santiago Ramó n a distinct way, and therefore all other neuronal types y Cajal, studying the neuronal input to these Purkinje should have similar access to at least one member of cells at the turn of the century, discovered that early in each distinct class. Tiling would accomplish this by filldevelopment, these neurons were innervated primarily ing a brain region with minimal redundancy. Stevens on their cell bodies by hindbrain-derived axons. He (1998) has argued that, assuming tiling by individual found that later in development, these axons break these neuronal types is a general organizational principle, an synaptic connections and "climb" the dendritic tree to upper limit on the possible number of neuronal types form new connections elsewhere on the same Purkinje within a brain region such as the neocortex can be calcucell. From this reconfiguration of connectivity, Ramó n y lated. Given the density of neurons in the cortex (10
5
Cajal concluded that synapses in the nervous system neurons/mm 2 ), the average dendritic spread of each were not made at random; instead, synaptic connecneuron (0.05 mm 2 ), and a generous estimate of 10-fold tions must be specified if they could be unmade and redundancy in the neocortex relative to the streamlined remade in so regulated a fashion (Ramó n y Cajal, 1995). retina (i.e., ten times as many neurons of a given type Two questions arise from Ramó n y Cajal's observation than is necessary for 1ϫ coverage), the total number of that synaptic connections are specified. First, how many individual neuronal types in the neocortex is calculated different types of neurons need to be specifically conto be around 500. nected? Second, what is the molecular basis of this A recent study has indeed indicated that the degree synaptic specificity? Recent work, described below, of cortical neuronal diversity could be that high. Parra, suggests that the number of neuronal types is very large Gulyá s, and Miles (1998) attempted to quantitate the and could be as high as several hundred in the cerebral number of different inhibitory interneurons present in cortex alone. Fortunately, as discussed below, the discovery that members of the cadherin family of cell-adhesion proteins are present at synapses has given us insight into a possible molecular basis for synaptic specificity among so many cell types. In particular, the protocadherin members of this family have been found to have a scope of potential variation and an immunoglobulin-like arrangement of their genes that makes them excellent candidate molecules for ensuring that neuronal diversity is utilized in specific, selective synaptic connections. cadherins. Different family members can be distinguished from one another by a variable number of EC ent ways in order to remain useful to the nervous system (by different ways, one could mean, for example, differrepeats, landmarks within these repeats, and by distinct cytoplasmic portions. ent partners, different subcellular locations, different synaptic sizes, or different possibilities for activity-depenWhile the first protocadherins had been identified some time ago (Sano et al., 1993) , recent work has not dent modulation). However, sufficient heterogeneity in synaptogenesis has been found to suggest some differonly greatly enlarged this family but also placed some protocadherins at synapses along with cadherins. A ences among different cell types. Although one can easily envision mechanisms leading to postsynaptic partner novel family of genes in the mouse, the cadherin-related neuronal receptors or CNRs (23% identity in the extraor even subcellular specification that rely upon such phenomena as axon guidance or the relative timing of cellular domain, on average, with the "classic" cadherins), was found to encode protocadherins that resided neurogenesis, the possible existence of molecular labels that lead to recognition and synaptogenesis beat synapses (Kohmura et al., 1998) . These proteins possess six EC domains and a cytoplasmic C terminus tween pre-and postsynaptic neurons has been an intriguing hypothesis for decades (the chemoaffinity hypothesis; distinct from that of the classic cadherins and were ., 1995) . However, nearly idenWith over a third of the genome expressed in the brain, tical EC1 domain sequences among some protocadherperhaps a large number of different neuronal types ins suggest that these proteins might be capable of shouldn't be too surprising. Yet, such cellular diversity heterophilic, and perhaps graded, interactions. Regardcould very well be matched by a molecular diversity at less of whether or not heterophilic binding exists, if multhe cell surface involved in specifying connections. The tiple exons are selectively utilized in an individual neuron party may be large, and the house may be crowded, but from among such a large number of possibilities, the everyone just might be wearing a name tag. protocadherins might, especially in combination with the classic cadherins, provide sufficient variation in
